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Abstract—World Wide Web has become a good source for any kind of information. People of all walks of life depend on it for their information retrieval through queries. However users get huge number of records or recommendations. It causes problem to users as they do not see the intended results immediately. Instead they have to spend some time browsing for intended content. This kind of user experience is not good. For this reason there is a need for improving recommender systems. Ranking is one of the techniques for improving search results. Many ranking techniques came into existence. The recommender systems are using them. In this paper we propose a re-ranking algorithm that improves the ranked results that will give rich user experience. We build a prototype to show the efficiency of the proposed approach. The empirical results revealed that the application is very useful.

Index Terms – Recommender systems, ranking, re-ranking, recommendations

I. INTRODUCTION
The information super highway has become a reliable source for information retrieval. It has given an opportunity to researcher for mining such content and get useful information. Many data mining techniques have been used to discover knowledge from the WWW. The discovered knowledge helps in making well informed decisions. The underlying patterns can be discovered through web mining. Such patterns give business intelligence that leads to effective decisions. For this reason, from researchers’ point of view, the WWW is a goldmine. To help users online, many recommender systems are available. The recommender systems use ranking models to provide quality information to end users. As the information retrieval systems provide plethora of records, it is useful to have recommender systems. The ranking models used in the recommender systems include RankBoost [4], SVM [5], [6], ListNet [2] and LambdaRank [1]. The performance of search engines and recommender systems is improved using ranking algorithms.

Volumes of information are available over WWW which can be obtained through search engines and recommender systems. Many search engines like Ask, Yahoo, Google, and Bing and so on are used to obtain information. Generally users visits first two pages only [7], [8]. This indicates that users are interested to view only first two pages. When huge number of pages is retrieved they are not willing to move to all pages to find the required information. Search engines generally use Page Ranking algorithm in order to show the best results first. These activities come under the discipline of web mining. The web mining is of three types again. They are known as web structure mining, web usage mining and web content mining [9]. Out of them web mining is
widely used for information retrieval. Web structure mining focuses on the structural summary of web documents. The web usage mining is responsible to find patterns pertaining to user navigation.

In this paper we mine web graphs for recommendations. The results of web mining that is recommendations are used further for re-ranking process. The re-ranking helps in improving the results so as to make them more useful to end users. We also build a prototype that shows the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The empirical results revealed that the application is very useful. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews relevant literature. Section III provides information about the proposed algorithm. Section IV presents experimental results while section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Web mining is a popular mining domain for many years. This helps researchers to discover useful information from WWW. Search engines play an important role in information retrieval. The crawlers of web provide required information to end users. They also present information using some ranking mechanism. Through ranking users can get more important information at the beginning of search results.

The first page results are very important for end users. These results should be intended results. Page Ranking algorithm is used by search engines to make it [10], [11]. Therefore the results of search engines and recommender systems make use of a ranking algorithm to provide optimum results in first two pages. Such systems also maintain log containing id, query that has been issued and the results besides the clicked URLs, associated ranks, and so on. Researchers have been using such search logs for discovering latent knowledge [12], [13], [14], [10]. The results of such researches help in many real time applications. They are very useful to both search engines and also end users. These results are used by applications to improve the results [10], [11]. In [13] search results are improved automatically by using a novel approach. In [14] relationship is found between the query logs and queries to use in recommendation systems. Many such recommendation systems are available in the literature [15], [16], [17], [18]. In this paper the re-ranking framework is based on the framework presented in figure 1.

Fig. 1 – Recommender system presented in our previous work [19]

As seen in figure 1, the recommender system takes dataset as input and performs activities such as graph construction and heat diffusion for query suggestion and image recommendations. The results of image recommendations and also query suggestions are ranked in order to provide improved results. We improve this framework further in this paper. We include a re-ranking process into the framework to enhance it. This will optimize the ranked results so as to improve user satisfaction towards intended results.
Best results will appear in first page. AOL click through dataset is used for query suggestions while the Flikr dataset is used for generating image recommendations.

### III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK and ALGORITHM

The framework described in the previous section has been improved with re-ranking provision. The ranked results provided by recommender systems are used for improving the results. The optimization of results can help end users to get more intended information in the first or second page of results. This will enrich user experience. The enhanced framework is presented in figure 2.
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Fig. 2 – Re-ranking framework

As seen in figure 2, re-ranking part is included in the framework in order to improve the recommendations framework presented in figure 1. The framework for ranking recommendations can be found in [19]. The proposed algorithm for re-ranking is named as “Rank Improvement” algorithm which optimizes results further to make them more meaningful to end users. The algorithm used for re-ranking is as shown in figure 3.
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Fig. 3 – Rank improvement algorithm

As shown in figure 3, the re-ranking algorithm is presented. The algorithm takes results of the recommender system and performs re-ranking on it.
The results of the algorithm are more optimal to the satisfaction of end users.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the efficiency of the re-ranking algorithm, we built a prototype application. We improved the framework presented in [19] to enhance the search results. Experiments are made using our re-ranking algorithm as presented in figure 3.

The environment used to build application is Java platform, a PC with 4 GB RAM, Core 2 Dual processor running in Windows 7 operating system. The IDE used to build the application is NetBeans. After performing experiments with the system we also evaluated through human participants. We invited 1000 end users and took feedback from them. Their feedback is recorded. The users have given their feedback based on their experience with the system. The satisfaction level of the end users is averaged for both the systems (with and without re-ranking). The results are presented in figure 4.

The feedback of 1000 users is presented for both recommender systems with ranking and re-ranking mechanisms. The results reveal that 70% and 90% are the average satisfaction levels with ranking and re-ranking systems respectively. From this it can be said that the recommender system with re-ranking of results has more utility that improves satisfaction level of end users. The proposed re-ranking algorithm is capable of improving level of user satisfaction.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we implement a re-ranking algorithm that enhances the results which have been ranked by recommender systems. This is required because the recommender systems might provide huge number of records. End users will not be able to see intended results without spending time for further surfing. The ranking algorithms used by recommender system provide results based on ranking. However, the results are more in number thus they need further improvement. We built a prototype application that shows the efficiency of the proposed re-ranking algorithm. The empirical results are encouraging.
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